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Beliefs aim at truth, and should be logically consistent. A consequence is that if we revise

our views on truth and logical consistency by shifting from a familiar classical setting to a

nonclassical one, our theory of belief will have to change too. This paper looks at life in a

nonclassical world, through a case study of attitudes to indeterminate survival.

The paper is divided into three parts. Part I is an overview of the implications of nonclassi-

cism for our philosophical account of rational belief, desire and decision-making—what I here

call a ‘theory of mind’. Parts II and III consider what nonclassical theory of mind is appro-

priate to cases of indeterminate personal identity, with Part II focused on puzzles arising from

degrees of psychological connectedness between person stages, and Part III focused on puzzles

of Fission and Longevity.

I Nonclassicism and the mind

Nonclassicists argue for frameworks that diverge from orthodox classical logic and semantics.

Some argue for divergence with respect to logical consequence: which arguments are valid,

which collections of sentences inconsistent, or which sentences are logically true. Others di-

verge from classicism over the nature and distribution of alethic statuses. If Patchy is a bor-

derline red/orange color swatch, the first kind of nonclassicist might deny that the following is

logically true:

(LEM) Patchy is red or Patchy is not red.

whereas the second kind of nonclassicist can agree that (LEM) is logically true, but may argue

that the following instance of bivalence fails:

(BIV) Either ‘Patchy is red’ is true or ‘Patchy is red’ is false.

We may distinguish two senses in which a philosophical position can be revisionary. It may

be revisionary of commonsense. A paradigm is the nihilist position that denies that tables and

rocks exist.1 Or it may be revisionary of theory by undercutting what we previously took to

be the leading account of some phenomenon. Nonclassicism isn’t necessarily revisionary in

the first sense, but it is characteristically revisionary of theory. It begins by challenging the

orthodox account of logic and semantics, and in doing so it undercuts theoretical work in the

sciences and philosophy which has presupposed a classical backdrop. Since the default is to

make free use of the “standard” rules of classical reasoning when working out what theories

predict, the body of theory thereby threatened may be quite extensive.

If your philosophical position is revisionary of common opinion it’s hard to do anything to

change that fact, short of embarking on a programme of public information films. But by devel-

oping better theories of the Fs one can make a difference to whether or not one’s philosophical

position is compatible with current best theory of Fs, and it is this kind of project in which I

am engaged here. One theory that is threatened by nonclassicism is our theory of mind. In the

remainder of this section I describe the alterations required to that theory, to make it compatible

with nonclassicism.

I.1 The centrality of nonclassical theory of mind

The ‘theory of mind’, as I’ll use the phrase here, picks out a cluster of views about rational be-

lief, belief change, desires, and decision-making. One classical version of this theory includes

the following claims:2

1(van Inwagen, 1990)
2For discussion and defense, see (Howson and Urbach, 1993; Jeffrey, 1965).
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Probabilism: Ideally rational beliefs come in degrees, and meet the constraints of probability

theory.

Conditionalizing: The rational way for an agent with beliefs b to respond to receiving total

evidence E, is by moving to the belief state b′ that results from conditionalizing b on E.

Utilities: The rational belief-desire states for agents to be in are those that are represented by

probability-utility pairs meeting the constraints of Jeffrey’s decision theory.

Maximizing: The rational act to choose, out of given set of options, is the one that has maxi-

mum utility.

The model is committed to classicism. This is apparent from the first, most foundational

element—probabilism. In standard probability theory, every classical tautology has probability

1, and so for the probabilist, ideally rational agents should assign full confidence in classical

tautologies such as (LEM). But that is not something that the nonclassicist doubter of (LEM)

can accept! Such examples can be multiplied.

(A housekeeping point. The objects of belief are usually taken to be propositions, whereas

logical consequence and the theory of probability alluded to above take sentences as objects.

This apparent mismatch makes it hard to interpret the claim that rational degrees of belief are

probabilistic. However, standard theories of logic, truth and probability can be easily general-

ized to take fine-grained propositions or Fregean thoughts as objects, and so bring the two into

line. Conversely, some have held that beliefs do consist in a subject’s relation to a (mentalese)

sentence.3 I will assume that there is a match between the objects of belief and objects of logic,

truth and probability, without making further assumptions about what these are.4)

There are good reasons for the nonclassicist to start by seeking to generalize the classical

theory of mind, leaving consideration of other classically based theories (whether in chemistry,

geography, ecology or even philosophy) for later. The first reason for this is that every non-

classicism undercuts the classical theory of mind, whereas it does not automatically undercut

a classically-based theory of ecology. The core principles of the theory of mind themselves

concern truth and logic explicitly (as the aim of belief, or norm of coherence), so revisions to

our account of the latter have an immediate impact on our account of the former. A theory of

ecology, by contrast, needn’t mention truth-statuses at all, and draws on logic only implicitly,

when we derive consequences of its principles. Logical or semantic revisionism may undercut

a classically-based ecology, but equally it may turn out to leave it untouched: that (LEM) fails

to be a logical truth does not mean that the law of excluded middle has exceptions expressible

in the language of ecological theory; and an invalid argument form may preserve truth in all

ecological applications.5

The second reason why nonclassicists are especially obligated to develop a nonclassical

theory of mind is that in accepting the nonclassical theory in the first place they already take

on commitments in this area. To communicate their theory to others, they need to convey what

these commitments are. And since those commitments should be open to critical scrutiny, the

best way to do this is to formulate (relevant parts) of the nonclassical theory of mind. Let me

take these points in turn.

3See (Field, 1978)
4One position on the objects of attitudes that would make a considerable difference is the ‘coarse-grained’

framework of (Stalnaker, 1984), on which the objects of belief (and probability) are sets of possible worlds. I set

these aside here, but discuss their relation to the present framework in (Williams, ming).
5Compare and contrast (Beall, 2009) on restricting nonclassicism to liar-like phenomena and (Field, 2008) on

effective classicism across set theory. For discussion of whether revisionism about truth statuses (for example, in

supervaluationism) induces logical revisionism of a damaging kind, see (Williamson, 1994) and (Williams, 2008).
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The nonclassicist is proposing a certain theory T , of future facts, conditionals, semantic

predications, color patches, or whatever. This involves attributing nonclassical truth statuses to

various propositions about the future, conditionals, semantics, and color patches respectively.

In accepting T , you must of course believe the claims that appear in T explicitly. But more

than this is rationally required of one who accepts the theory. Suppose T entails that it is

indeterminate whether if I flip this fair coin, it will land heads, where indeterminacy is some

third status incompatible with truth or falsity. It would be prima facie surprising if I could

rationally persist in a belief that if I flip the fair coin, it will land heads, given that I’d just

agreed that this proposition was indeterminate. Part of the job of the nonclassical theory of

mind is exactly to tell us about the rational constraints here. According to one nonclassical

theory of mind, accepting that p is indeterminate rationally requires you to disbelieve p. A rival

view says that accepting it rationally requires you to suspend judgment about p. On a third view,

it rationally requires you become half-confident in p. (The part of the nonclassical theory of

mind at issue I call ‘the cognitive role of indeterminacy’, covering the rational relation between

belief and indeterminacy.)

The theorist herself, accepting T , adopts some stance or other towards the propositions that

T describes as indeterminate, whether that stance is belief, disbelief, half-confidence, suspen-

sion of judgment or something else entirely. In doing so, she accords with some accounts of

the cognitive role of indeterminacy, and violates others. That is why I claimed above that in

accepting T , the theorist already implicitly takes on commitments in the nonclassical theory of

mind.

In communicating one’s theory to others, one needs to convey the commitments just iden-

tified. The thought here is simple: the theorist wants her audience to come to believe T . But

unless she conveys the intended cognitive role of indeterminacy one way or another, then she

will leave the audience at a loss about how they’re expected to integrate T with their wider

beliefs. (When someone presents a nonclassical logico-semantical treatment of some area, I

for one am often in exactly this position: I don’t immediately know what I’m being asked to

accept.)

The theorist could convey her intentions without explicitly formulating a nonclassical theory

of mind. She can leave clues to the intended cognitive role of the nonclassical statuses in the

overtones of the labels she assigns to them, or trust her audience to guess correctly based on

what makes best sense of the illustrative examples given. But it is theoretical good practice to

set such things out explicitly. The intended cognitive role for nonclassical statuses can make a

huge difference to the plausibility of the theory being proffered, and in such cases one shouldn’t

tolerate ambiguity about the intended reading of one’s theory.

A first illustration of the difference this can make: suppose you thought that accepting that it

is indeterminate whether p rationally requires you to utterly reject p and utterly reject ¬p (Field,

2003b). Then accepting that future contingents are indeterminate (as an articulation of the ‘open

future’ thesis) would be drastically revisionary of common opinion. Future contingents include

propositions such as that the coin now spinning in the air will land heads, and that there will

be blue skies overhead on the way home. These are paradigmatically things in which we have

middling confidence, and do not utterly reject. So either we radically revise our pretheoretic

opinions in such matters, or we must reject the theory that tells us that they are indeterminate

insofar as this is paired with the ‘rejectionist’ cognitive-role mentioned. Clearly that last clause

is crucial: assign a different cognitive-role to indeterminacy and the open future thesis may be

perfectly compatible with pretheoretic opinion.

A second illustration: suppose that indeterminacy requires a middling level of confidence.

Take two borderline red/orange color patches with distinct but indiscriminable shades. On

this theory, accepting that it is indeterminate whether the first is red and the second not red
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rationally requires a middling confidence in whether the red/not-red cut-off occurs between the

two shades. But the basic phenomenon that generates the sorites is that such cut-off claims are

utterly wild and must be rejected! So again, the theory here requires revision of pretheoretic

opinion.

The point in both cases is that we’re not in a position to measure how much of a shift in our

prior beliefs a nonclassical theory requires, nor the plausibility of that shift, unless and until an

account of the cognitive role of the nonclassical statuses is provided.

In sum, a nonclassical generalization of the theory of mind has a peculiar relevance to our

ability to accept, recommend and evaluate nonclassicism in the first place. It should be the first

item on a nonclassicist’s agenda.6

I.2 A space of nonclassical theories of mind

Two projects now suggest themselves. One is global: to scope out the space of possible views

on indeterminacy and associated rational mental states. The second is more local: to pinpoint

where in that space particular phenomena lie. That is: assuming nonclassicism is the right view

to take of conditionals, or the future, or borderline predications, what is the right nonclassical

theory of mind to pair it with?

The arguments of Parts II and III are a contribution to the second enterprise. In the remain-

der of this section, I will briefly discuss the first, map-making exercise, reporting on results

discussed in detail elsewhere. In sum: moving to a nonclassical setting means that the doc-

trine that degrees of belief should be representable as (classical) probability functions needs to

be given up, and with it the classical theory of mind based upon it. But for a vast range of

nonclassical theories, generalized versions can be provided, in each case delivering a baseline

nonclassical theory of mind. (I do not claim that every nonclassical theory in the marketplace

can be fitted into the space I will describe; but very many of them can, including all those

relevant for later parts of this paper).

We start from three assumptions about truth, belief and logic that will be held fixed through-

out. First, rational beliefs should be broadly coherent, and logical consistency is one important

articulation of that coherence requirement. Second, beliefs in p are correct if and only if they

correspond to p’s truth value (and so in that sense ‘aim at’ truth). Third, truth and logic relate:

logical consequence is (necessary) truth preservation.

The classical theory of mind set out earlier regiments these connections in a classical setting.

We assume that the way to describe the belief state of an agent is by a function b that assigns

to each sentence or proposition the credence (degree of belief) that the agent invests in it. We

write |A|w for the truth value of sentence or proposition A at world w ∈ W . We take the truth

value to be a number—1 if it is True, and 0 if it is False. These numbers reflect the cognitive

roles of classical Truth and Falsity. God should have credence 1 in each Truth, and credence 0

in each Falsity.

The three claims above can then be formalized as follows:

Truth-Logic: B is a consequence of A iff in all situations, the truth value of B is no less than

that of A.7

6The literature on the nonclassical theory of mind is small in comparison to the vast literature on nonclassical

logic and semantics. Some highlights include (Field, 2000, 2003a,b, 2008), (Wright, 2001), (Paris, 2001), (Schiffer,

2003), (Hawthorne, 2005), (Priest, 2006), Smith (2008, 2010), (Barnett, 2009), (MacFarlane, 2010), (Caie, 2012).

See also: (Williams, 2012c, 2014).
7That is, A |= B iff in all worlds w, |A|w ≤ |B|w
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Belief-Truth: A rational belief state b is probabilistic1, where that condition is met iff for each

A, b(A) is a suitable weighted average of the truth values A takes at worlds.8

Belief-Logic: A rational belief state b is probabilistic2, where that condition is met iff b(A) is

one for A a tautology; zero for A a contradiction; b never assigns higher credence to A

over B when B follows from A; and treats disjunctions and conjunctions appropriately.9

The overall shape is what is crucial here. We have a characterization of rational belief

directly in terms of truth values, a characterization of rational belief via logical constraints; and

an interconnection between truth and logic. Standard results reassure us that these will play

nicely together—for example, that the conditions probabilistic1 and probabilistic2 pick out the

same set of functions from propositions to numbers—the classical probability functions. Given

that equivalence, (Belief-Logic) and (Belief-Truth) are two interchangeable ways of articulating

probabilism—the doctrine that rational belief states are describable as probability functions.10

As we know, this classical theory of mind will be unattractive to a nonclassicist. Given

that logic is classical, (Belief-Logic), for example, says that the rational agent shouldn’t have

credence less than 1 in any classical tautology. But the nonclassicist thinks that we should doubt

the classical tautology (LEM). Naturally enough, the nonclassicist will diagnose the source of

the problem as the appeal to classical logic and truth within the accounts.

It turns out, however, that the nonclassicist can preserve (Belief-Logic), (Belief-Truth) and

(Truth-Logic), so long as she understands the appeal to ‘truth values’ and ‘logic’ nonclassically.

Crucially, to get this started we need to generalize the classical treatment of alethic statuses.

Just as in the classical case, we need to associate each alethic status with a ‘cognitive load’—a

numerical representation of the level of confidence God would have in A, when A has the status

in question.11 We call this the truth value of A (at the relevant world w), and just as before

write it as |A|w. These values needn’t be restricted to 1’s and 0’s—intermediate cognitive loads

(truth-values between 0 and 1) are perfectly possible, if the nonclassicist wishes to claim that

the Godlike credence to have in a proposition with a given alethic status is intermediate. The

8By “suitable weighted average” I mean a convex combination: that is, there are some indices λw, taking values

in [0,1] that sum to 1, such that for each A,

b(A) = ∑
w∈W

λw|A|w.

Note that λw can then be thought of as the degree of belief invested in world w; though the issues of interpretation

here are somewhat subtle, and no such interpretation is required to state the constraint.
9More precisely:

Tautology If |= T , then b(T ) = 1

Zero If F |=, then b(F) = 0;

Monotone If A |= B, then b(A)≤ b(B);

Inclusion-Exclusion ∀A,B: b(A∨B)+b(A∧B) = b(A)+b(B).

In fact, the last step can be formulated more generally, in terms of a (generalization of) the logical notion of a

partition—see Williams (forthcoming) for details.
10For simplicity, I’m working here with a finite set of worlds in formulating the last two constraints. But if the

worlds are to cover all logical possibilities, then it is very likely we’ll want infinitely many. There are of course

generalizations of the formulations, but we won’t need to enter into the intricacies here.
11A note on terminology. I use ‘cognitive role’ for the general issue of the interaction of belief and indeterminacy,

including describing the rational constraints between beliefs whose contents attribute indeterminacy to p, and belief

in p itself. ‘Cognitive load’ instead describes what the ideal credence to have in p is, given the facts about its alethic

status. ‘Cognitive load’ is thus interchangeable with ‘truth value’—the latter terminology reminds us of its role

within logic and semantic theory; the former terminology reminding us of its significance in the deployments of

logic and semantics in the wider theory of mind.
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nonclassical system will tell us about how these are distributed.12 If a nonclassicist won’t or

can’t tell us what the cognitive load of her envisaged nonclassical statuses are, we can’t offer

her a corresponding nonclassical theory of mind, and she will have to find some other way to

discharge her obligations. But a vast range of different nonclassicists have the resources to spell

out their position in terms of truth values, so characterized.13

With the nonclassical truth values specified, (Belief-Truth) now says rational beliefs are re-

quired to be suitable weighted averages of the nonclassical truth values of propositions. (Truth-

Logic) should similarly be read in terms of nonclassical truth values. If the nonclassicist’s

consequence relation satisfies (Truth-Logic) then we immediately recover much of (Belief-

Logic), including the principle that nonclassical tautologies should be probability 1, contra-

dictions probability 0, and that probability shouldn’t be lower in C than A when C follows

from A (Williams, ming, 2012a,b). What more we can get—and in particular whether we can

completely characterize these nonclassical probabilities (that is, those that are probabilistic1)

by means of the nonclassical logic—requires more detailed case-by-case investigation.14 In

sum: the first element of the classical picture of mind—probabilism—has a natural generaliza-

tion to the nonclassical case. This is not a purely formal exercise: influential justifications for

probabilism—dutch book and accuracy domination arguments—can be adapted to support the

generalized probabilistic claims in the nonclassical setting.15

Probabilism is but one element of the theory of mind that we offer in the classical frame-

work. So the next step is to offer accounts and defences of other aspects of that theory of mind

that dovetail with the generalized probabilism just discussed. Here we again find a neat network

of connections in the classical case, between categorical belief, conditional belief, and rational

combinations of desire and belief as characterized in decision theory:

Categorical-Conditional If one’s belief state is rational, then the conditional credence invested

12Note that more than one nonclassical status can have the same truth value. This corresponds to Dummett’s

distinction (1959) between ingredient and assertoric sense. Truth values determine the right attitude to have to a

sentence. But more fine-grained distinctions may be required to spell out how the status of complex sentences are

determined by the statuses of their parts.
13Logics characterized by the preservation of ‘designated’ truth statuses can often be handled by giving des-

ignated statuses cognitive load 1, and undesignated statuses cognitive load 0, for example. Certain kinds of sub-

structural logics are hard to interpret in this framework. Since the truth values will be real-valued, (Truth-Logic)

effectively ensures that consequence will be transitive. (On the other hand, in (Williams, 2011) I discuss a logic

within this system which fails to vindicate the structural rule A ⊢ B,A,B ⊢C ∴ A ⊢C. So it’s not that substructural

logics as a class are beyond our reach).
14Results due to Jeff Paris (2001) and others give a central, elegant result, albeit one that does not apply to

the specific cases we will look at in the next section. Suppose (i) that truth values are just 1 or 0 (though perhaps

distributed very differently from the classical case) and (ii) their distribution meets the following pair of conditions:

(T a) V (A) = 1∧V (B) = 1 ⇐⇒ V (A∧B) = 1

(T b) V (A) = 0∧V (B) = 0 ⇐⇒ V (A∨B) = 0.

Then the generalized probabilities (which we argued were the nonclassically rational belief states) are exactly

those functions that meet the constraints indicated in (Belief-Logic)—simply replacing appeal to classical logic

with the nonclassical logic characterized by (Truth-Logic). So we uncover a certain normative role for logic, so

characterized. If either (i) or (ii) fail, then the picture is more complex, and axioms may need to be tweaked or

ambitions scaled back. But across a huge range of theories, analogues of the three basic interconnections can be

spelled out. One important shift here is to move away from familiar axiomatizations of logic that make explicit

appeal to disjunctions and conjunctions, and replace this key axiom with one that appeals to partitions. The former

is sensitive to the exact behaviour of the logical connectives, and may have to be tweaked in nonclassical settings;

the latter can apply invariantly (Williams, ming).
15(Paris, 2001) adapts the dutch book argument to a nonclassical setting. I generalize the arguments of (Joyce,

1998, 2009) to a nonclassical setting in (Williams, 2012b), and discuss the relation between these two in (Williams,

2012a).
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in A given C is the ratio between the credence given to A&B and the credence given to

C.16

Belief-Desire For an arbitrary partition of propositions Γ, the desirability of A is the average

desirability of A&S for S ∈ Γ, weighted by the conditional credence in S given A as

characterized in (Categorical-Conditional).17

Desire-Action Faced with a range of options for action, one should opt for the one with max-

imimum utility/desirability, as characterized in (Belief-Desire).

In the first case, the ratio formula connects conditional credences—which go on to have an

important theoretical role in standard stories about belief update and decision—to unconditional

credence. The (Belief-Desire) connection, together with the (Desire-Action) link, allows us

evaluate the desirability of a given course of action (A) so long as we know how desirable its

consequences would be in each of a range of possible background states of the world. The

credence we attach to these background states (conditionally on A being the case) allows us to

aggregate these assessments.

Once more there is a motivated generalization of this classical package to our nonclassical

settings. In the classical case, the conjunction & that figures in the principles can be identified

with the classical truth-function ∧. What we need for the nonclassical generalization is a con-

nective & which satisfies one of the features of classical ∧: that the truth value of A&B is the

product of the truth values of A and B. We also need to extend the notion of a ‘partition’ of

propositions so it makes sense when those propositions can take nonclassical truth values (here

is the appropriate generalization: Γ form a partition if at each world, the sum of the truth values

of the elements of Γ is 1). With an appropriate connective & and the generalized notion of par-

tition to hand, the principles above can be underpinned in the nonclassical setting by synchronic

and diachronic dutch book arguments.18

Thus, while nonclassicism is incompatible with the classically-based theory of mind, for a

vast range of nonclassical theories, generalized versions can be provided that preserve a familiar

network of connections between truth, logic and rational belief. In each case these deliver a

baseline nonclassical theory of mind.

I.3 The supervaluational family

Section 1.2 outlined a space of nonclassical theories of mind at a high level of generality. In

this section, I argue that it allows us to pin down four different versions of ‘supervaluational’

nonclassical semantics for indeterminacy.19 Despite a common semantico-logical skeleton, the

16Assuming probabilism, rational categorical beliefs are representable as a probability function, and this link re-

quires that rational conditional beliefs match the associated conditional probabilities under the standard definition:

P(A|C) = P(A&C)
P(C) , for P(C) 6= 0

17That is, for Γ a partition of possibilities, P rational degrees of belief, rational desires (utilities) should satisfy:

D(A) = ∑S∈Γ P(S|A)D(S&A).
18See (Williams, 2012a, ming). This is the same notion of partition we need to formulate a neat nonclassical

analogue of the Inclusion-Exclusion principle in classical probabilism. Note that & won’t even be well-defined

if the space of truth values for our nonclassical setting isn’t closed under multiplication (consider a three valued

setting with values {1,0.5,0}. In such a setting, these principles would not make sense as stated. In (Williams,

ming) I argue (following Milne, 2007, 2009) that we can still theorize about conditional credence and desirability

in the standard ways in those settings, by introducing an ‘expanded’ set of truth values for the purely instrumental

purpose of characterizing conditional credence and desirability of propositions whose truth-values always remain

confined to the original (non-instrumental) space of truth values.
19For supervaluationism, see (Keefe, 2008). (Keefe, 2000) contains a canonical presentation and defence of

what I will call ‘standard’ supervaluationism.
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members of the supervaluational family are very different accounts of indeterminacy. We will

illustrate this variation, and in doing so, set the scene for the arguments of parts II and III.

A classical interpretation of a language (relative to a possible world) induces a distinctive

truth-status distribution; each sentence is either true or false (and not both) and the usual truth-

functional rules for connectives are respected. In the supervaluational family, a language is

associated at a world not with one but with several such classical truth-status distributions. We

still assign classical truth-statuses to sentences in the language, but only relative to parameters

we call sharpenings. The ‘supertruths’ are then those sentences true at every sharpening at

the actual world; the ‘superfalsehoods’ those false at every sharpening at the actual world; the

indeterminacies are those true at some sharpenings and false at others at the actual world.

Consider the predicate ‘red’. Looking at a red-orange sorites series, there are some clearly

red patches, and some clearly non-red patches—and many places in the middle which are bor-

derline. There are many classical interpretations of ‘red’ that are consistent with all the clear

verdicts, and general principles like anything redder than something that counts as red, should

also count as red. We can think of these rival classical interpretations of ‘red’ as varying in

where they place the cut-off between the red and non-red patches along the red-orange sorites.

Relative to the choice of a cut-off one has a definite answer to questions such as ‘is patch N

red?’. But the trouble is that any such choice seems arbitrary. While classical semantics would

say that one among these classical interpretations (and so choices of cut-off) is uniquely correct,

the supervaluationist captures the arbitrariness by allowing the cut-off to vary from sharpening

to sharpening—the rival classical interpretations are then just the truth-status assignments at

rival sharpenings.

While classical logic and semantics allows a scattering of just two statuses (truth, falsity)

across sentences like ‘Patchy is red’ or ‘Patchy is red, and some patch indiscriminable in color

from Patchy is not red’, supervaluationism allows for a scattering of at least three statuses—

supertruth, superfalsity, and supertruth-gap.20 In the area where cut-offs might be drawn, simple

predications such as ‘Patch number N is red’ will count as red on some sharpenings, and non-

red on others, making them supertruth-gaps overall. Indeed, more statuses can be discerned,

for we can make sense of gradations of supervaluational indeterminacy: we say a sentence is

determinate to degree d iff d% of sharpenings make it true.21 Thus, if Patchy is in the middle

of the borderline region, perhaps half the sharpenings make ‘Patchy is red’ true, and half make

it false; so it will have 0.5 degree of determinacy. If Patchy were redder, the degree of deter-

minacy would increase; and if Patchy were less red, the degree of determinacy would decrease.

Our main concern, later, will be with a more complicated application of the supervaluational

framework relevant to personal identity. But the underlying structure will be the same as in this

paradigm case.

One of the striking features of the supervaluational setup, however elaborated, is that clas-

sical tautologies are always supertrue. After all, they are true on all classical interpretations, so

a fortiori are guaranteed to be true on all sharpenings.22

20A reminder that ‘statuses’ are being distinguished from ‘truth values’. Let basic statuses of a sentence be

whatever is used in the semantics as the compositional determinate of semantic values of more complex sentences.

In the supervaluational setting, a good candidate for basic statuses are functions from sharpenings to truth/falsity.

Supertruth, etc are definable from such notions, as we have seen, and so statuses in a secondary sense. As we’ll

see, they are the statuses which many supervaluationists would use to interpret ordinary talk of truth and falsity.
21In a general setting, we would appeal to a normalized measure over the sharpenings, and then let the degree

of determinacy of a claim be the measure of the sharpenings on which it is true. Exactly how the measure is to be

determined is an interesting question—but I will suppose that all supervaluationists can appeal to it.
22Although they coincide with classical logic over what is a tautology, it is often claimed that supervaluational

systems fail to vindicate classical logic as a whole. (Williamson, 1994) influentially argued that the counterexam-

ples to reductio, reasoning by cases, conditional proof and the like, meant that adopting supervaluationism was in

9
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(I’ve talked of supervaluationism as a theory of sharpening-relative truth-conditions to sen-

tences. But—to pick up again on a point made earlier—the same pattern could be equally be ex-

tended to sharpening-relative truth-conditions to fine-grained propositions or Fregean thoughts.

The loci of this indeterminacy appropriate to our setting will depend on what one’s views on

the objects of attitudes are, a matter on which I’m not taking a stand.)

Despite this shared basis, supervaluationism is not a single view, but a family. I will differ-

entiate members of the family in the first instance by identifying what each says about truth and

falsity (note that above we relied on the neologism ‘supertruth’, which can be taken as stipula-

tively defined). I will explain why I think these differ substantively and not merely verbally in

a moment.

Standard supervaluationism. (cf Fine, 1975; Keefe, 2000) Truth is supertruth. Falsity is su-

perfalsity. (BIV) fails, as supertruth gaps are truth-value gaps.

Subvaluationism. (cf. Hyde, 1997) Truth is lack of superfalsity. Falsity is lack of supertruth.

(BIV) holds; but contradictory claims can be simultaneously true.

Degree supervaluationism. (cf. Kamp, 1975; Lewis, 1970) Truth comes in degrees, and the

degree of truth of a claim is its degree of determinacy.

Classical supervaluationism. (cf McGee and McLaughlin, 1994; Barnes, 2007) It is indeter-

minate which of the sharpenings is the right one; but one of them is. Truth is truth-on-

the-correct-sharpening. It can be indeterminate whether or not something is true; the

determinate truths are the supertruths and the determinate falsehoods are the superfalse-

hoods.

If we identify logical consequence with guaranteed truth preservation (or in the case of de-

gree supervaluationism, a guarantee against drops in truth value) then we have correspondingly

four different definitions of logical consequence.

I say that the four members of the supervaluational family described above are distinct

positions. But as I’ve presented them, they share an underlying semantic machinery, differing

mostly on which constructs are picked out as ‘truth’ or ‘logic’. What difference does this make?

I think it is exactly that they indicate differences in the cognitive role associated with the various

statuses made available by the bare supervaluational framework. Recall that the crucial issue in

characterizing the cognitive role is to settle what the truth-value of each semantic status is to be

(glossed as the credence God would have in a proposition with that status). Accordingly, here

is my proposal for four distinct ways of supplementing the core supervaluational account:23

Standard supervaluationism-TV. |S|w = 1 iff it is supertrue at w; otherwise |S|w = 0.

Subvaluationism-TV. |S|w = 1 iff it is not superfalse at w. If it is superfalse at w, |S|w = 0.

Degree supervaluationism-TV. |S|w = d iff it is true on proportion d of the sharpenings at w.

the most important sense, logically revisionary. If so, that would be a disappointment for those (like myself) who

are attracted to the supervaluational family exactly because it promised to minimize the extent to which we have

to reconstruct extant theory on a nonclassical basis. I critically examine Williamson’s charge in (Williams, 2008),

and argue that all instances of reductio et al that we had previously been relying on, are in fact vindicated by the

supervaluationist—and so, pace Williamson, supervaluationism is not revisionary of inferential practice.
23The focus of Part II is on Degree-supervaluationism, and that of Part III on Subvaluationism. In appendix

B, I consider cases which mix the phenomena of these two sections, and give a characterization of the truth

values of indeterminate sentences/propositions which generalize both. Such combined positions provide yet further

members of the supervaluational family.
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Classical supervaluationism-TV. |S|w = 1 iff it is true; otherwise |S|w = 0. If S is indetermi-

nate, it’s indeterminate whether |S|w takes value 1 or 0.

Compare these to the earlier four proposals for which property in the generic supervalua-

tional framework gets to be called ‘truth’. I am interpreting the claim that truth is supertruth, as

meaning that for one’s beliefs to be fully accurate (Godlike), one should have credence 1 in all

the supertruths, and no positive credence in anything that lacks supertruth. I suggest that this

is a reasonable way of regimenting that slogan, given that truth is something at which belief

aims. Likewise, I am interpreting the claim that truth comes in degrees, as saying that to be

fully accurate your credence in A should match its degree of truth. Again, if truth is that at

which belief aims, and comes in degrees, I think this is a reasonable regimentation of the ear-

lier slogans. Mutatis mutandis for the others. My core claim is that so interpreted, we can see

that the four slogans we started with embody four substantively distinct ways of elaborating the

generic supervaluational framework. (To be clear: I’m not proposing the interpretation as an

exegesis of how these terms have previously been understood in the literature, but as a proposal

about how we can usefully understand them going forward. I find it useful to take what slogans

a given theorist endorses as a defeasible clue about the intended cognitive load associated with

a given supervaluational framework. But sometimes such clues point in conflicting directions.

Lewis, for example, uses both the classical supervaluational and the degree supervaluational

terminology at various points. As I emphasized earlier, we can avoid the need simply laying out

the intended nonclassical theory of mind.)

These four options for treating the ‘cognitive load of indeterminacy’ pick out points in the

space of nonclassical theories of mind discussed earlier.24 The (Belief-Truth) link, for example,

will characterize in each case an appropriate range of ‘generalized probabilities’.25 A distinctive

nonclassical treatment of conditional belief and desire follows on.

Despite the formal similarities in the way that the respective nonclassical theories of mind

are generated, the actual implications can vary dramatically depending on which member of the

supervaluational family one buys into. Consider the implications for rational belief. If I know

that it’s indeterminate whether Patchy is red, the first member of the supervaluational family

tells me to utterly reject the proposition that Patchy is red; the second to accept it; the third to

give it intermediate credence; the fourth tells me (inter alia) that none of the preceding advice is

determinately correct. And this matters for the plausibility of theories. As already noted, future

contingents are an area where the plausibility of a nonclassical theory turned on what theory

of mind it is paired with. Supervaluational techniques have been used to model the indetermi-

nacy of future contingents (Thomason, 1970). A standard supervaluational interpretation of that

formalism commits one to exactly the ‘rejectionism’ that makes such a theory implausibly revi-

sionary, whereas a degree supervaluational or classical supervaluational (Barnes and Cameron,

2009) interpretation is not subject to the same objection.

24Classical supervaluationism, however, just gives us back a purely classical theory of mind. As an interpretation

of supervaluationism, it is rather different from the others. I discuss a suitable framework in (Williams, 2014).
25As it happens, none of the first three proposals falls under the general result of Paris, quoted in an earlier foot-

note. Standard and subvaluationism work with truth values 1 and 0, but do not meet the distributional requirements.

Degree supervaluationism meets the distributional requirements but involves intermediate truth values. One can

check that degree-supervaluationist probabilities vindicate (Additivity). But unlike the classical setting, satisfying

the four classical axioms is not sufficient to ensure a given belief state a probability. The standard and subvalua-

tionist can only endorse weakened forms of Additivity. The standard supervaluationist requires the following

(DS) P(
∨m

i=1 Ai)≥ ∑S(−1)|S|−1P(
∧

i∈S Ai)

This makes the generalized probabilities ‘Dempster-Shafer functions’. See (Williams, 2012b, ming), (Paris, 2001)

and compare the discussion in (Field, 2000).
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The different implications extend to the treatment of rational desires. Consider the desir-

ability of eating an apple. According to the classical belief-desire connection, this is given by

averaging the utility of worlds where one does in fact eat an apple, weighted by how likely

one takes each scenario to be the one where one eats the apple. Now shift to the nonclassical

setting. To what extent does the desirability of eating something that counts as a borderline

case of an apple (a pepple, say—half pear, half apple) factor in to your pro-attitude to eating

apples? The belief-desire link gives different answers in different cases. For the standard super-

valuationist, your views on eating pepples are quite independent from the desirability of eating

apples. (The standard supervaluationist has credence zero that a pepple is an apple; hence has

zero conditional credence that a pepple-eating-possibility will obtain given that the fruit eaten is

an apple. But that conditional credence is the weight given by (Belief-Desire) to pepple-eating

possibilities in determining the desirability of eating an apple. The desirability of pepple-eating-

possibilties is therefore multiplied by zero when calculating the desirability of the apple, and

so the desirability of pepple-eating can vary entirely independently of the desirability of apple-

eating. Hence the claimed independence.)

By contrast, for the degree supervaluationist, the desirability of pepple-eating scenarios

contributes to the desirability of apple-eating, weighted by the degree to which pepples count as

apples. For the subvaluationist, the contribution of desirability of pepple-eating scenarios to the

overall desirability of apple-eating is no less than the contribution of the desirability of scenarios

where one eats something that is clearly an apple. And for the classical supervaluationist, it’s

indeterminate whether or not the desirability of pepples does or does not contribute to the overall

desirability of apple-eating.

What we have seen is that issues of cognitive load of indeterminacy, and the implications

for rational belief and desire, fail to supervene on even a quite richly described semantico-logic

skeleton. One can quite happily endorse the background apparatus of sharpenings, supertruth,

degrees of determinacy, and subsequently take the theory in very different directions. This isn’t

just a hypothetical possibility. Edgington (1997) advocates an appeal to ‘verities’ in analyzing

vagueness, thinking of them as ‘degrees of closeness to clear truth’, with a structure isomorphic

to the supervaluational degrees of determinacy just discussed. Her background framework, for

present purposes, can be taken to be identical to the one that we’ll see Lewis appealing to in

Part II. But she explicitly advocates an independence claim—the one associated with standard

supervaluationism above—as the correct treatment of vague desire.26 As we’ll see in the next

section, Lewis himself is committed to a different role for indeterminacy. The availability of

these alternative nonclassical theories of mind illustrates that the argument that is to come, iden-

tifying reasons to endorse one particular member of the family, targets a substantive conclusion.

Recap of Part I

This first part of the paper has argued that nonclassicists have a distinctive obligation to tell

us about their theory of mind. Theories sharing the same semantico-logical resources (like the

members of the supervaluational family) can have radically different commitments on this front.

But I have also described a systematic space of theories of mind that nonclassicists can take

‘off the shelf’ to flesh out their views. These are nonclassical generalizations over a certain kind

of probabilistic theory of mind familiar from the classical case, and include stories about the ra-

tional belief states (generalized probabilism), rational updating (generalized conditionalization)

26The apples/pepples example is Edgington’s. As another example: in (Williams, 2014) I develop an account

of the cognitive role of indeterminacy that makes heavy use of supervaluational degrees of determinacy, but which

does not take the form ascribed here—instead of corresponding to ideal degrees of belief, degrees of determinacy

of p fix the weight of a disposition to flat-out believe that p.
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and rational desires and choice (generalized decision theory). This gives in each case a candi-

date nonclassical theory of mind to work with, and a starting point for future development—and

provides a prototype against which rival approaches to the nonclassical theories of mind can be

compared and contrasted, and a basis for further extensions.

But describing a space of possible theories is one thing; it is another to locate ourselves

within that space, to give arguments for one nonclassical theory of mind against another. It is

the burden of Part II to exhibit one such argument.

II Indeterminate survival: by degrees

What kind of cognitive role does indeterminacy have? What nonclassical theory of mind is

right? The task of Part II is to give an argument for one particular framework (at least in

application to a specific kind of indeterminacy): the degree supervaluational setting of section

1.3.

The argument will take the following form. I will present a familiar puzzle from the litera-

ture on personal identity. I will endorse (at least for the sake of argument) one particular way of

resolving that puzzle—also familiar. But I will argue that this solution is (implicitly) commit-

ted to a certain thesis in the nonclassical theory of mind—a thesis concerning the interaction of

desire and indeterminacy. And I argue that (on principles that are invariant across the space of

theories identified in Part I) this commits one to a distinctive cognitive role for indeterminacy,

and indeed, exactly the degree supervaluational setting.

It’s important to bear in mind the ambitions of this part of the paper: what is being assumed,

and what argued for. The central assumptions are squarely about the value of personal identity.

I will assume, following Parfit, that degrees of psychological connectedness matter in survival.

And I will also assume, against Parfit, that this is truly a self interested point of view—that

identity matters in survival. Note that we haven’t mentioned indeterminacy at all here; and so

it’s interesting and somewhat surprising that we can argue for a particular nonclassical theory

of mind on this basis. The connection is forged principally by Lewis’s metaphysics of personal

identity, as elaborated in response to Parfit. However, Lewis never addresses the cognitive

role of indeterminacy directly. I’ll explain why not, and pinpoint the progress made here, in

wrapping up Part II. The same assumptions will be in play in Part III, but with the focus on

Fission and Longevity puzzles rather than puzzles of degrees of connection.

II.1 Parfittian therapy

In Material Beings, van Inwagen (1990) reminds us that indeterminacy can infect our own

continued existence, and sets up a particular example that we will use in what follows:

If, at the extremes of a spectrum along the length of which are arranged more and

more radical disruptions of lives, we can find definite cases of the end of a life and

definite cases of the continuation of a life, then it seems reasonable to suppose that

somewhere between the extremes will be found disruptions of which it is not defi-

nitely true or definitely false that they constitute the end of a life. And if this is so,

then there are possible adventures of which it is not definitely true or definitely false

that one would survive them. Let us call such episodes ‘indeterminate adventures’.

. . . Suppose that a person, Alpha, enters a certain infernal philosophical engine

called the Cabinet. Suppose that a person later emerges from the Cabinet and we

immediately name him ‘Omega’. Is Alpha Omega? . . . Let us suppose the dials
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on the Cabinet have been set to provide its inmates with indeterminate adventures.

(We need not agree on what would constitute an indeterminate adventure to suppose

this. Let each philosopher fill in for himself the part of the story that tells how the

dials are set). Alpha has entered and Omega has left. It is, therefore, not definitely

true or definitely false that Alpha is Omega. (van Inwagen, 1990, p.243-4)

Suppose a psychological theory of personal identity is correct. After encabination, it is

indeterminate whether Alpha is Omega because, although there exist psychological connections

between them, it is indeterminate whether the connections are sufficiently strong and extensive.

Our next question is: how should Alpha think and feel about Omega’s prospects? Is this

as bad as death, or as good as ordinary survival, or something in between? Now, Alpha might

independently care about Omega—she might love all humanity equally. But set that aside.

We’re interested in how she should feel from a selfish point of view; and so we take her to be

entirely motivated by self-interest. Our question is how that distinctive self-concern should be

translated into this setting.

To make the issue concrete, suppose a broker offers her the following deal: pay 100 dollars

now, and gain 10,000 later. Future riches would be nice! But it’s indeterminate whether Alpha

will receive them. By paying the money right now, she will have to give up on a planned

party with friends before stepping into the cabinet. Everybody is in a position to describe the

prospects of accepting or rejecting the offer on the assumption that Alpha is Omega, or on the

contrary supposition:

Broker’s offer α = ω α 6= ω

Invest Long life, No party, Short life, No party,

Riches No riches

Reject Long life, Party, Short life, Party,

No riches No riches

We can assign utilities to each such outcome (cell) in the table in a way that reflects Alpha’s

self-interest. Let’s suppose that the life up to the point of encabination on its own contributes

−100 utils; the extra years come with a boost of +100 utils on top of this. We’ll assume that

having riches comes with a boost of +100 utils, and a party with a boost of +10. Lacking riches

and lacking a party don’t add or subtract any utils to the life. We’re then in a position to figure

out the net utility for each cell in the table above. The top left cell includes long life, that is, a

life up to encabination plus extra years (−100+100) and riches (+100), which will give a net

utility of +100. The bottom right cell includes a short life (−100) and a party (+10), and thus

has a utility of −90. Similar calculations for the remaining two cells give us:

Broker’s offer α = ω α 6= ω

Invest +100 -100

Reject +10 -90

However, neither α = ω nor α 6= ω is determinately correct, and Alpha knows this. Nor do

the columns of utilities produced by the two assumptions converge on a single piece of advice—

taken individually they point in opposite directions. So no obvious way of making decisions

under indeterminacy emerges.
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Parfit (1971, 1984) gave a recipe for answering such questions that many find attractive.

What matters in survival, he urged, is the underlying facts about psychological continuity and

connectedness. Since these are present to a reduced degree between Alpha and Omega, Alpha’s

self-concern (the intrinsic desire that things go well for Alpha) will translate to a scaled concern

for Omega (a less strong desire that things good things happen to Omega after she emerges from

the cabinet). If we follow Parfit here, we simply set aside the columns of the previous table,

which were framed in terms of personal identity, and look to the underlying facts. We reframe

the decision table as follows:

Indeterminate cabinet α is psych-connected to ω to degree 0.7

Invest +40

Reject -20

The valuations of the outcomes are determined by discounting good or bad things that hap-

pen to people in proportion to their degree of psychological disconnection from Alpha. Thus,

the long life of Omega makes the prospects far better than cases of total psychological discon-

nection (where the second column earlier would be appropriate), and riches are desirable—but

slightly less so than in a putative case of full connection (represented by the first column earlier).

This time the recommendation is clear: invest.

Henceforth I will suppose with Parfit that this recipe assigns the correct utilities to investing

and rejecting the Broker’s offer. This immediately raises a further issue—Alpha is supposed

to be a self -interested agent. But that motivates the original identity-based description of the

situation, rather than the Parfittian one. Parfit, of course, recommends that we simply abandon

framing these issues in terms of identity. What matters in survival, he urges, is psychological

connectedness. And insofar as an intrinsic concern for identity induces a different psychological

profile of concern, that is simply evidence that personal identity is not what matters in survival.

Indeed, the situation we have been dealing with is an instance of one of his central arguments to

this effect: that psychological connectedness comes in degrees, but personal identity does not.

But I will be arguing in the opposite direction. I endorse the claim that personal identity is

what matters in survival, by stipulation in Alpha’s case, and as a matter of fact, for the rest of us.

And that leaves us with a Reconciliation challenge, under our assumption that Parfit nevertheless

provides accurate advice. How can a basic desire for one’s own future welfare, translate into the

kind of evaluation of the scenario in the table above? As the case is, ex hypothesi, one where

it is indeterminate whether you yourself benefit, this reconciliation will involve taking a stance

on the interaction of indeterminacy and desire—which is where it makes contact with broader

issues in the nonclassical theory of mind.

In the next section, I review David Lewis’s attempt to pursue the Reconciliation project, by

endorsing a particular view about the metaphysics of persons, that allows us to bring to bear the

supervaluational treatment of indeterminacy described in 1.3 above as a model of the indeter-

minacy in the case. I will argue in the subsequent section, however, that this metaphysics alone

leaves Lewis’s Reconciliation project incomplete, exactly because he does not pin down which

member of the supervaluational family he is endorsing. Reconciliation of our commitments—to

both psychological connectedness and personal identity mattering—requires not just an appro-

priate metaphysics but also a distinctive nonclassical theory of mind.
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II.2 Lewis against Parfit

Parfit famously argued that psychological connectedness and personal identity had to be dis-

tinguished because they had different formal properties. Identity is transitive, connectedness is

not; connectedness comes in degrees; identity does not. Lewis’s (1976) core strategy is to define

a certain relation—the I-relation—in terms of his favoured theory of what it is for a person to

persist through time. Two person-stages are I-related iff they are both stages of a single four-

dimensional person. He then goes on to argue that the I-relation can have the logical properties

(degrees, non-transitivity) that Parfit takes as characteristic of psychological connectedness.27

And then—central to our concerns—Lewis argues that there is a sense in which the I-relation

comes in degrees, and moreover, degrees that exactly match the degrees of psychological con-

nectedness.

(Some more housekeeping. Lewis emphasizes that the I-relation is not itself an identity

relation among persons. For one thing, it has different relata—it is not a relation among persons,

but among stages of persons. Lewis’s view, apparently, was that we should understand ‘personal

identity’ loosely—as picking out the I-relation—when interpreting “personal identity is what

matters”. It’s not immediately clear he has to be this concessive though. Suppose that no stage

is part of two distinct persons. Let S be a descriptive name for the person who has s as a part;

and T be a descriptive name for the person who has t as a part. Then saying that the welfare of

stage t matters to s if and only if S = T , is straightforwardly equivalent to saying that t matters

to s if and only if t and s are I-related. So (at least when there is no stage-sharing) we could

reformulate Lewis’s discussion in terms of informative strict identities between persons. The

puzzle of degree that is our focus here doesn’t involve stage-sharing, and so in the discussion to

follow in Part II ‘personal identity’ and ‘same person as’ can be understood in either the loose or

the strict sense (I’ll flag up any subtleties as they arise). How cases where there is stage-sharing

(for example, fission and longevity) relate to our current discussion is something to which I

return in part III.28)

Let’s now review how Lewis introduces degrees—and indeterminacy—into personal iden-

tity. The background metaphysics identifies persisting objects like persons as four-dimensional

objects, fusions of appropriately-related three dimensional person-stages (such as the three-

dimensional human-shaped object sitting in my chair right now). The person-stages existing

at various times fuse to make a single person if they are psychologically interrelated in the

appropriate way. But the strength and extent of psychological connections is a matter of de-

gree. Lewis gives his account of personal identity relative to an arbitrary choice of ‘boundary

number’—we will say that two person stages are R-related if the degree of psychological con-

nectedness that obtains between them is greater than that threshold. Persons, for Lewis, are

maximal R-interrelated fusions. In Figure 1, we represented person stages with circles, and the

obtaining of R-relations with a line joining them.

Relative to a particular choice of boundary number, we have answers to questions such

as ‘is the person-stage sitting in this chair part of the same person as the infant thirty-two

years ago in location L?’. Perhaps the psychological connections between the person-stage

in the chair and the infant are of intermediate degree (memory links have decayed, etc). But

given the boundary-number, we can return a yes/no answer to the question. The identification

27This happens, recall, when two stages are parts of two distinct persons, who share a stage.
28Cases of stage-sharing are the focus of Parfit’s (1976) rejoinder to Lewis (though interestingly, Parfit describes

the degreed cases as more important, since they arise all the time rather than in recherché reaches of science

fiction, and so can’t be dismissed as irrelevant to practical concerns). In cases of stage-sharing, there will be no

single individual who is the person containing a shared stage s, to be picked out by a descriptive name S. The idea

in Part III is effectively that in such cases, the descriptive name S will be indeterminate in reference between those

persons who share stage s.
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Figure 1: Persons are maximally R-interrelated fusions. The fusion of stages inside the box is the

person, since (i) each stage is R-related to every other within the box; (ii) there is no larger fusion of

stages of which this is true.

of an exact boundary-number would be as unprincipled as the choice of a cut-off in the red-

orange sorites, however—and Lewis offers the parallel diagnosis. Whereas the classicist would

have it that there is a single privileged boundary number—the one that generates the One True

extension of the same person as relation—supervaluationists like Lewis allow for a whole range

of admissible boundary-numbers, corresponding to different sharpenings. Indeterminacy arises

when stages are psychologically connected to intermediate degrees, higher than some boundary

numbers and lower than others. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 2, where solid lines

represent a high degree of psychological connectedness and dotted lines represent a relatively

low degree of psychological connectedness.

Figure 2: The dotted lines indicate psychological connectedness of borderline degree. If the criterion for

R-relatedness is set high (top diagram), then we have two distinct persons—and so no person survives

whatever incident took place as time flows left-to-right. If the criterion for R-relatedness is set low

(bottom diagram), then we have a single persisting person. It’s indeterminate how high the threshold

should be, so indeterminate whether we have one person or two. Hence, from the perspective of the

leftmost person stage, it is indeterminate whether or not he will survive the upcoming incident.

The standard conceptual repertoire of the supervaluational family can now be brought into
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play. Thus, all supervaluationists would agree on certain descriptions of figure 2 (assuming that

they accept the underlying metaphysics of personal identity). For simplicity, suppose that the

two sharpenings shown above are the only ones, and let us suppose that the person-stages illus-

trated from left-right exist on Monday through Saturday respectively. It will then be supertrue

that the Monday stage is part of the same person as the Tuesday stage (and so, that the person

on Monday survives till Tuesday at least). But it will be neither supertrue nor superfalse that the

Monday stage is part of the same person as the Saturday stage (and so indeterminate whether

the person on Monday survives till Saturday). Since it is true on exactly half the sharpenings,

its degree of determinacy is 0.5.

It is the last point that Lewis wants to emphasize in response to Parfit. What this comes to

is that for Lewis the I-relation, x being part of the same person as y,29 will be indeterminate.

On his favoured supervaluational treatment of indeterminacy, the determinacy of the obtaining

of the I-relation will come in degrees. The degrees of indeterminacy of the I-relation exactly

coincide with degrees of psychological connectedness (appendix A gives Lewis’s argument for

this claim).

II.3 Articulating what matters

Lewis has outlined one sense in which personal identity—understood as the I-relation—can

‘obtain’ to intermediate degrees, and moreover, degrees which perfectly coincide with Parfit’s

degrees of psychological connectedness. What goes for the I-relation also goes for the strict

identities between the persons who include the various stages—like Alpha (the person that in-

cludes the pre-cabinet stages) and Omega (the person that includes post-cabinet stages). Such

identities, too, can be indeterminate to various degrees, and will match the degree of determi-

nacy of the I and R relations. Appendix B sets out the case for this.30

However, that the personal identity relation (however understood) comes in degrees is not

sufficient to respond to the Parfittian worries I’ve put forward. What Reconciliation requires

is that psychological connectedness and personal identity both matter in survival—that they in-

duce the same pattern of desire over possible outcomes. Lewis’s notion of degrees of truth/determinacy

is common-ground in the supervaluational family. But the members of this family attribute rad-

ically different cognitive roles to it, as we saw in section 1.3. It makes perfect sense to combine

the formal skeleton Lewis provides with an account of the cognitive and conative role of in-

determinacy that predicts an unParfittian pattern of care given indeterminacy in the I-relation.

Indeed, people in the literature who work with Lewis-style ‘degrees of determinacy’ have taken

the theory in those directions—Edgington’s treatment of ‘verities’ being one example.

Lewis’s metaphysics of personal identity therefore leaves open the question of whether in-

trinsic concern for personal identity and intrinsic concern for psychological connectedness are

compatible. To say that one desires that things go well for oneself, simply does not immediately

entail any result about what one desires in cases where it’s indeterminate who one is. In partic-

ular, it carries no predictions, yet, for what to say about “degreed” cases like Alpha’s. To make

it predictive, we need to add assumptions about the conative role of indeterminacy. Specifically,

we need:

(Reconciliation) Personal identity mattering requires that one cares about those in-

dividuals who are determinate-to-degree-d the same person as oneself, to a reduced

29or: the concept of same person as, or the predicate ‘same person as’—-how exactly one should regiment this

depends on one’s preferred views on the loci of indeterminacy. See the beginning of section 1.3.
30Evans (1978) famously argued that vague identities were impossible. But as is now familiar, his argument

only works on the assumption that the terms flanking the identity be determinate in reference (Lewis, 1988); that

will fail in the current case.
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but non-zero extent; the scaling factor being d.

(Again, we can read ‘same person as’ loosely as saying that either that the welfare of t should

matter from s’s perspective, to an extent scaled by d when it is determinate to degree d that the

I-relation holds between s and t; or we can read it ‘strictly’ as saying the scaling factor is d

when it is determinate to degree d that S = T , where ‘S’ is a descriptive name for the person

including stage s, and ‘T ’ a descriptive name for the person including stage t.)

In order to draw out the implications of (Reconciliation), it is useful to regiment the situ-

ation formally. Suppose we have a rule for assigning values to person-stages in terms of their

situation at that very moment—intuitively, this measures how intrinsically desirable being in

that particular situation is (that’s what I’ve been calling above a stage’s ‘welfare’). Set aside

potential indeterminacy for a moment. Let the intrinsic value of person-stage y be vy. A given

possible world—w—fixes both the values attaching to each person-stage, and which person-

stages are parts of the same person as the stage x whose beliefs and desires are in question.

Let the set of such person-stages be Ax. The model has it that the ‘self-interested’ value of the

outcome w for x will be:

Identity: v(w) = ∑y∈Ax
vy

We can then use these values over outcomes, as a recipe for determining their utility for

Alpha. The ‘belief-desire links’ discussed in Part I of this paper, together with x’s credences

over the results of acting a particular way, will fix the utility (desirability) of other proposi-

tions. (Identity) is a model of self-interested desire which exactly builds in the assumption that

personal identity is what matters.31

Parfit offers an alternative recipe for fixing the utility of outcomes. We can set this out in

a similar fashion. We need to make room for scaling the values attaching to person stages.

The adaption is simple: we allow y to range over any person stage whatever, but weight the

contribution by a scaling factor, the degree of psychological connection between x and y:

Connectedness: v(w) = ∑y δ
y
xvy

Again, if we fix the utilities of outcomes w by their values so characterized, the belief-desire

link then allows us to extrapolate utilities for arbitrary propositions. (Connectedness) of course,

makes explicit the idea that degrees of psychological connectedness are what matter in sur-

vival.32

31This model of intertemporal utility already builds in some very strong assumptions—but such summative

models of inter-temporal utility are well-known in the economics literature (Mas-Colell et al., 1995, ch.x)., so it’s

a well-motivated starting point. Typically, economic models of inter-temporal utility will include intertemporal

discounting, so that values of the ‘commodity bundles’ that your future stages possess contribute less and less as

they get further and further into the future. But we’ll assume for now that no such ‘pure temporal’ discounting

goes on.

As (Broome, 1994) notes, temporal discounting in a model of intertemporal utility can often be viewed as a

fudge, representing factors that aren’t explicit in a model. For example, some goods may be worth more in the near

future because they could in principle be invested to produce more of the same kind of goods in the future (as an

example of ‘natural interest rates’, think of the wood in a tree this year, vs. the wood from the same tree in ten years

time). Likewise, if there’s a small chance that you get wiped out every year that isn’t represented in the model,

the cumulative chance that you’ll never get to occupy a given person-stage position will increase over time. ‘Pure

time-preference’ which legitimates care about the near future over the distant future purely on the grounds of their

temporal situations rather than via one of the rationales just suggested is itself a controversial topic. Indeed, in a

recent review article, Parfit’s work is cited as one of the few available rationalizations of pure time-preference—see

(Frederick et al., 2002).
32I assume that x must exist in world w (or have a counterpart there, if individuals are worldbound) in order

for w to have self-interested utility for x. δ
y
x is intended to record the degree of psychological connectedness in w

between x and y.
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(Identity) and (Connectedness) are what generate the decision tables that we laid out in an

earlier section. With appropriate assumptions about the values of stages, (Identity) generates

the assignment of utility to outcomes in the two columned table; and (Connectedness) the as-

signment in the one-columned Parfittian table.33

How should we think of Lewis’s intervention in the debate? Here is the tempting but wrong

view: to view him as proposing to replace (Identity) with the following, where I
y
x denotes the

degree to which it is determinate that y and x are stages of a single person:

Identity*: v(w) = ∑y I
y
x vy

I urged earlier that this can’t be right. To be sure, (Identity*) reflects a concern for the

interests of those for whom it is determinate to a given degree that they are the same person

as Alpha. But we are not entitled to take this as an articulation of the claim that ‘identity is

what matters’, for its relationship to Alpha caring for her own future interests is still obscure.

That is so whether we understand ‘same person as’ in the loose or the strict ways we’ve been

discussing; on either reading, it’s a binary relation we’re supposed to be caring about, not the

degree-relative relation that (Identity*) features.

(Identity), as a substantive claim about the value attached to a world, is our formalization of

the thesis that ‘personal identity is what matters’. (Connectedness), as a substantive thesis, is

our formalization of the thesis that ‘psychological connectedness is what matters’. Reconcili-

ation will be achieved if we show that they are equivalent—that they assign the same utility to

each proposition. We have seen that Lewis’s metaphysics of personal identity ensures that that

(Connectedness) is equivalent to (Identity*). It is necessary and sufficient for Reconciliation,

therefore, that (Identity) and (Identity*) be equivalent. Since (Identity) talks of the I-relation,

and (Identity*) talks of degrees of determinacy of the I-relation, this is a claim about the inter-

action of indeterminacy with desirability—a thesis in the nonclassical theory of mind.

II.4 From conative to cognitive role

We now draw out the consequences of the Reconciliation thesis (a thesis about the interaction of

desire and indeterminacy) for the cognitive role of indeterminacy (a thesis about the interaction

of rational belief and indeterminacy). Consider a situation where Alpha is deciding whether to

invest in the broker’s offer, and so wishes to evaluate the desirability of this prospect. Alpha is

certain that the person who emerges from the cabinet will get the goods, conditionally on her

investing. And he’s certain that person is Omega, and is certain that it’s indeterminate that that

person is him.

The first way of calculating the desirability of investing is by appeal to (Connectedness).

Suppose the value of the life-segment up to the point of encabination (without a party) is s, and

subsequent life of ω (with riches) are worth g to whoever gets them. Then the value to Alpha

of this prospect by Parfittian lights (by the lights of (Identity*) or (Connectedness)) is s+ Iω
α g.

33Here are the assumptions we need. First, the value of investing. Here one assumes that s, the value of the

shorter life sans party is -100. In the identity-based decision table, that directly vindicates the utility entered in

the investing row and α 6= ω column. Further, assume that the value g of the post-encabination stages is +200. In

the identity-based decision table, this vindicates the entry +100 in the investing row under the α = ω column. In

the Parfittian decision table, we are scaling the utility of the future stage by 0.7 for the degree of psychological

connectedness stipulated. This gives −100+ 140 = 40. And similarly for the Rejecting row. Assume that the

value of the shorter life s here is -90: this is the -100 from before, but with a small boost for the extra partying.

The value of the post-encabination stages g here is +100, half as good as before, since there are no riches. That

delivers the right results in the identity-based decision table; and scaling this again by 0.7 in the Parfittian case, we

have −90+70 =−20.
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On the other hand, Alpha may calculate the desirability indirectly. He first appeals to (Iden-

tity) to argue that the intrinsic value for Alpha of bringing about the following outcome is simply

s+g:

the post-Cabinet person gets the goods, and that person is Alpha

Further, the intrinsic value of the following outcome is just s, since it entails inter alia that Alpha

has only the short life without party:

the post-Cabinet person gets the goods, and that person is not Alpha

Let G be the proposition that the post-Cabinet person gets the goods, α = ω be the proposi-

tion that this person is Alpha, and α 6= ω be the proposition that it is not Alpha. With U giving

the utility of a proposition, C credence in a proposition, and v the values assigned to worlds

determined by (Identity), what we have argued is that U(α = ω&G) = v(α = ω&G) = s+ g

and U(α 6= ω&G) = v(α 6= ω&G) = s.

These values make it possible to apply the belief-desire link to calculate U(G), as follows:

1. U(G) = U(α = ω&G)C(α = ω|G)+U(α 6= ω&G)C(α 6= ω|G) (Belief-desire link)

2. = (s+g)C(α = ω|G)+ sC(α 6= ω|G) (From (Identity))

3. = (s+g)C(α = ω)+ sC(α 6= ω) (Epistemic Independence)

4. = s(C(α = ω)+C(α 6= ω))+gC(α = ω) (Rearranging)

5. = s+gC(α = ω) (Fact about probabilities)

The first line is just the belief-desire link. The second arises from our discussion above of

the utility of the two conjunctions involved. The third relies on the plausible assumption that

whether or not Omega gets the goods is evidentially independent of whether or not Alpha is

Omega. The fourth line is simple algebra. The final line appeals to a fact about probability—

that the probabilities of a sentence and its negation sum to 1. (I will return to the justification of

lines (1) and (5) in the next section.)

But we already had from the earlier Parfittian calculation that U(G) = s+ Iω
α g. Equating the

expansions of U(G), we get:

s+ Iω
α g = s+gC(α = ω)

And if g 6= 0, this entails that:

C(α = ω) = Iω
α (†)

That is: the appropriate credence to have in the proposition that Alpha is Omega, matches

the degree of determinacy (truth) of that proposition.

Let’s step back to see what is happening here. (Identity) and (Connectedness) in effect fix the

value (and hence utility) of different ranges or partitions of propositions, at different levels of

grain. (Connectedness) fixes the value of ‘outcomes’ that are specified in terms of psychological

relations between stages of creatures over time. But since facts about personal identity are not

settled by such descriptions, it is possible to ‘fine grain’ or ‘sharpen’ any proposition describing

such an outcome by conjoining with it propositions about who is identical to who. It is at this

sharpened level that (Identity) is directly applicable.34 The two recipes do not conflict directly,

34Note that if we thought of ‘possible worlds’ as corresponding to something like Lewisian space-times, super-

vening on facts about particle positions, then it is (Connectedness)/(Identity*) that is most naturally taken to assign
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because they concern different propositions. But they may still implicitly conflict, since they fix

(via a belief-desire link) a distribution of utility over all propositions. It becomes a substantive

question under what conditions the two recipes can be reconciled. We have seen that the answer

is: only if indeterminacy has a specific cognitive role expressed in (†) above.

Starting from assumptions about the conative role of indeterminacy, we’ve argued for a spe-

cific cognitive load of indeterminacy—the psychological state we should adopt to a proposition

(viz. Alpha is Omega) under full information about the indeterminacy-status of that proposition.

Amongst the supervaluational family, this unambiguously picks out degree supervaluationalism

as the nonclassical theory of mind required to achieve Lewis’s reconciliatory goals. To see this,

suppose that we have a situation in which it is neither supertrue, nor superfalse, that Alpha is

Omega, this proposition being true on some sharpenings and false on others (we can suppose it

is true on 60% of them). Then the standard supervaluationist would say that one should have

credence zero in Alpha being Omega (regarding it as not true, albeit also not false); the sub-

valuationist would say one should have credence one in it (regarding it both true and false).

The classical supervaluationist thinks it indeterminate whether the proposition is true or false,

hence claiming it is indeterminate what credence it is appropriate to invest. But in the situation

mentioned Iω
α = 0.6, hence none of the above options can be combined with (†), which tells us

that in this case the appropriate credence to have in Alpha being Omega is 0.6 rather than any of

the options hitherto mentioned. On the other hand, degree-supervaluationism tells us to match

our credence in Alpha being Omega to that proposition’s degree of determinacy, which exactly

matches the degree of determinacy of the I-relation, Iω
α , just as (†) requires.

Further confirmation can be gathered by generalizing the above argument: we can di-

rectly derive the result that credence in a proposition should be the expectation of its degree

of determinacy/truth—essentially the (Belief-Truth) thesis characteristic of degree supervalu-

ationism. Suppose that Alpha is uncertain over the exact degree of determinacy of his being

Omega. We can represent this as his being uncertain which of the worlds w1, . . . ,wn will be

realized, with respective credences λ1, . . . ,λn summing to 1, where the respective degree of

determinacy of the obtaining of the I-relation between Alpha and Omega in each is I1, . . . , In.

We can rerun the (Identity)-based argument just as before, with the same conclusion: U(G)=
s+gC(α = ω).

We cannot however simply identify the utility of G by the Parfittian desirability of a specific

outcome, since now the agent is uncertain what that outcome would be. But we can use the

Belief-desire link to fix this. By (Connectedness)/(Identity*), the utility of wi&G is (s+ Iig).
The utility of the uncertain prospect G is therefore:

1′. U(G) = ∑iU(wi&G)C(wi|G) (Belief-desire link)

2′. = ∑i(s+ Iig)C(wi|G) (Utility of wi&G)

3′. = ∑i(s+ Iig)λi (Epistemic Independence, C(wi) = λi)

4′. = s∑i λi +∑i Iigλi (Rearranging)

5′. = s+g∑i Iiλi (λi sum to 1)

This replicates the form of the argument above, but with a partition of worlds wi rather than

A,¬A. Equating the two characterizations of U(G), we derive

C(α = ω) = ∑
j

λ jI j.

utilities to worlds. But where we have utility, there are propositions around that carve things up more finely than

any possible world does. These are still objects of attitudes, and hence (Identity) can coherently describe the value

of propositions at this finer level of grain.
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That is, the credence appropriate to ‘Alpha is Omega’ when there is uncertainty over what

degree of truth attaches to this proposition, is the expectation of the degree of truth of the

proposition.35

II.5 An objection and a response

The central argument of the previous section purported to derive a commitment to the way that

indeterminacy interacts with belief from a thesis about the interaction of indeterminacy and

desire. The argument would be less interesting if we assumed along the way substantive theses

about the cognitive role of indeterminacy.

The argument does (of course!) make assumptions about how beliefs and desires interact

under indeterminacy: the belief-desire link, in step (1). It also requires one assumption pertain-

ing to rational beliefs alone, in step (5). Now, a version of the belief-desire link of step 1 is

endorsed by every nonclassical decision theory of the kind described in Part I. However, there

is a significant assumption hidden in our appeal to it. The generalized formulation I mentioned

earlier supports the version used in (1) only if A and ¬A form a ‘partition’—in the specific sense

that (necessarily) their truth values sum to 1. This is so in many nonclassical settings, but not

all. The other assumption we needed is that the probability of A and that of ¬A sum to 1. A suf-

ficient condition for this to be the case, in the space of nonclassical theories of mind described

earlier, is again that A and ¬A form a partition.

It might seem, therefore, that our argument for the conclusion that the ‘cognitive loading’ of

an indeterminate proposition matches its degree of determinacy, requires a substantive presup-

position about how the cognitive loads (truth values) shape up. What makes this dialectically

worrying is that two rival stories about the cognitive loads of indeterminacy in a broadly super-

valuational setting are among those that do not verify the partition assumption.36

What we need to address this is a slightly stronger deployment of our original assumptions.

Think about what would make the argument go through without extra assumptions about how

negation behaves. Well, suppose that we have a proposition N(α = ω) such that {α = ω,N(α =
ω)} form a partition. Then if we substitute N(α = ω) for α 6= ω in the above argument, it

becomes valid.37

What of the premises of this revised argument? We need to assume that the utility of what

follows is simply s, that is, the utility of a short life, without riches or party:

the post-Cabinet person gets the goods, and N(that person is Alpha)

But I argue we are entitled to this by the original description of the case. Recall the initial

motivation: that Alpha is to be entirely selfish or self-interested. That is, she only attributes

value to states if he himself benefits. An outcome whose canonical description is inconsistent

with Alpha benefitting should not receive any of Alpha’s ‘self-interested’ utility. It is because

35Here I am in step with how Nick Smith (2008, 2010) recommends we think of degrees of truth and credence

as relating—though I am working within a degree-supervaluational rather than fuzzy treatment of degrees of truth.

Not every degree theorist would be happy with this idea of truth-values as the aim of credence—see MacFarlane

(2010) for a very different proposal. Among supervaluationists who make prominent appeals to degrees of de-

terminacy that I’m aware of, Lewis and Kamp (1975) say nothing about this issue, and as already mentioned,

Dorothy Edgington is committed to a rival view. The idea of degrees of truth as aims of credence is explicit in the

discussions of degree supervaluationism in Williams (2011, 2012a,b).
36These are the subvaluational and supervaluational settings. I think we can argue independently that the subval-

uational pattern won’t deliver the right results; but the case of supervaluationalism is more worrying, and requires

the sort of considerations given in the text.
37Indeed, there is an easy extension of the argument where all we need would be some partition or other that

includes α = ω as one cell.
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we standardly assume that the post-Cabinet person is not Alpha is inconsistent with the post-

Cabinet person is Alpha, that we take outcomes meeting the former description not to be as-

signed any utility on account of the post-Cabinet person getting the goods.38 But exactly the

same rationale can be given for denying any self-interested utility (at least on account of the

post-Cabinet person getting the goods) to outcomes where N(the post-cabinet person is Alpha)

obtains, since by construction that is inconsistent with Alpha getting the goods.

Note that this revised version of the argument does not assume that there is a generally

applicable operator N, such that for any p, {p,N p} form a partition (that is, an operator N

that acts as an exclusion-negation). That would certainly suffice for my purposes, but it is not

required. What the generalized argument relies on is the existence of some partition or other,

not any general recipe for constructing them. Still, that leaves a loophole for a nonclassicist

who is prepared to deny that any such partition can be built around α = ω. But it’s important to

remember that in order to be relevant to the current dialectic, they have to offer this in the context

of Lewis’s reconciliation of self-interest and Parfittian concern, for my argument has been that in

order to achieve this, he is committed to treating indeterminacy in the degree-supervaluationist

way. The salient rivals to the degree-supervaluational treatment that I discussed in the first

section all provide a suitable N(α = ω), and I’m not aware of any dialectically relevant ways

of exploiting the remaining loophole.39

Recap of Part II

The discussion in Part I gave us an abstract characterization of a whole space of nonclassical

theories of mind. Even narrowing things down to members of the supervaluational family leaves

open radically different conceptions of indeterminacy. The abstract logico-semantical frame-

work appropriate to indeterminacy is neutral in important respects (in respects I argued were

absolutely crucial if we’re even to know what it is to accept that theory of indeterminacy).

Part II has shown how this lacuna can be filled. The materials we need are two substantive

theses about intrinsic desire—the thesis that identity matters in survival (Identity), and that

psychological connectedness does too (Connectedness). From this, ultimately, can we argue for

a specific degree-supervaluational nonclassical theory of mind.

At the start of part II, I emphasized that it’s a prima facie surprise that these first-order

theses about personal identity result in such a conclusion. One might feel, however, that it

would be less news to those already familiar with Lewis’s response to Parfit. After all, he

already emphasizes degree-indeterminacy as the key to reconciling identity and connectedness.

I have not proposed altering his core metaphysics of personal identity; I build upon it. So what

does our discussion add?

There are three respects in which I think we have made progress. First, the way I’ve set up

the challenge is not the way that Lewis does. I emphasize the problem that caring about survival

and caring about psychological connectedness look at first glance like they do not assign the

same utilities to outcomes and actions. So I see the challenge as first and foremost a puzzle

in normative psychology. But Lewis formulates the challenge differently: he presents Parfit’s

puzzle as just that psychological connectedness and identity are relations with a different formal

character—that one is transitive, the other not; one comes in degrees, the other not. So for him,

the puzzle is most directly one in philosophical logic. That difference is significant, since unless

38In fact, in a subvaluational setting, the negation of a proposition will not be inconsistent with the original.
39Thanks here to a referee who pressed me to be clearer on the status of N(α = ω) in this argument. For

the record, the relevant proposition for standard supervaluationism is that it is not determinate that α = ω; for

subvaluationism is that it is determinate that α 6= ω; and for degree and classical supervaluationism is simply the

ordinary negation.
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desirability enters the picture somewhere, there’s no chance of extracting the kind of theses that

I’ve been discussing. And indeed, I take it that his different conception of the challenge to be

addressed is exactly why Lewis doesn’t explicitly address such questions in his paper.

But, even granted the above, you might think that degree-supervaluationism (understood

as a position in the nonclassical theory in mind, as in Part I) was really implicit in Lewis’s

proposal all along; and so at best we’ve been offering a rational reconstruction of his reasons for

endorsing it. I would of course be pleased to have such support for my conclusions. However,

I see no independent evidence that Lewis was (implicitly) thinking of indeterminacy in the way

I recommend. I have emphasized that there are many alternate, reasonable ways to pair the

supervaluational framework with a nonclassical theory of mind, and that simply introducing the

formal constructs ‘degrees of determinacy’ is common property among supervaluationists, not

a clever gambit available to degree supervaluationists alone. Indeed, on the matter of Lewis-

exegesis I’m not at all confident that degree-supervaluationalism fits with the things he says

about indeterminacy and vagueness elsewhere—we’re about to see one source of pressure in

Part III. So while I argue that he needs to endorse degree-supervaluationism to have an answer

to Parfit, I don’t suggest that he does so. It might be a quite unwelcome commitment for him.

Third, I don’t think we should underplay the significance of having a detailed argument

taking us from premises about personal identity to conclusions about the nonclassical theory

of mind—even if those conclusions supported an already-familiar account. For while I don’t

think it’s shocking that degree-supervaluationism (in the technical sense in which I’m under-

standing that term) is one way of understanding Lewis’s proposal, and one way of reconciling

identity and connectedness mattering, that it’s the only way to do so is a far stronger claim.

And that’s what this section, if cogent, achieves. To see that this is a live issue, consider one

who would like to endorse the Lewis formalism under a standard-supervaluationist, rather than

a degree-supervaluationist, reading. Is it obvious that such a person won’t be able to endorse

both (Identity) and (Connectedness)? Not at all. In effect, this was the issue in section II.5,

where I argued that in order to rule out the standard supervaluationist view without begging the

question, we needed to start from stronger premises than we had been working with up to that

point. Of course, I think that we are entitled to the strengthened premises. But that isn’t beyond

dispute, and neither was it obvious ex ante that it would be required. One virtue of working

patiently through the nitty gritty details of an argument for a particular thesis is that we get

insight into the nature of paths not taken. Here we learn just how close a completely different

cognitive interpretation of Lewis’s machinery comes to fitting with the degree-ish desires that

Parfit posits.

III Fission and Longevity

Parfit had two basic forms of argument against taking identity to be what matters in survival.

Part II examined one of these forms, based around degrees of psychological connectedness.

But Parfit also raised puzzles based on non-transitivity in psychological connectedness. Two

famous examples of this are:

Fission Scotty steps into the teletransporter, and a malfunction occurs. Scotty’s matter and psy-

chological states are recorded, transferred, replicated and two copies of Scotty appear on

the bridge. A moment after the accident, there are two post-accident person stages which

are psychologically connected, to the fullest extent, to the pre-accident Scotty stage. The

post-accident stages are not directly psychologically connected to each other.
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Longevity Methuselah lives 969 years. His psychological connections, however, are time-

limited. At any point, he can remember 150 years past; and effectively plan for 150 years

to come, but no further. His 500th year stage is thus psychologically connected to his

400th year stage; and his 400th year stage is psychologically connected to his 300th year

stage. But the 500th year stage is not psychologically connected to his 300th year stage.

Lewis’s metaphysics of persons (as maximally psychological-continuity-interrelated fusions

of person-stages) gives him a distinctive take on both scenarios. His metaphysics predicts that

in Fission, there are two persisting persons—Scotty1 and Scotty2. Both Scotties are collo-

cated (overlap) before the accident–the same person stages are part of both. Post-accident, they

diverge. Longevity is an even more dramatic example of the same phenomenon. The 500-

year stage of Methuselah is a part of many distinct persisting people, one for each maximally

psychological-continuity interrelated fusion of stages.

I-relatedness between person stages, for Lewis, consists in there being some person con-

taining both stages as parts. The pre-accident Scotty-stage is thus I-related to post-accident

stages of both Scotty1 and Scotty2, though they are not I-related to each other. The 500-year

Methuselah-stage is I-related to those Methuselah-stages within 150 years. Since there is no

person containing both the 300th and 500th year stages, they are not I-related, though the 400th

year stage is I-related to both. By contrast to the case of degrees, in these scenarios it is an all-

or-nothing matter whether or not stages are I-related. No indeterminacy need enter the picture.

III.1 What’s the puzzle?

As we’ve seen, Lewis interprets Parfit’s challenges as puzzles in philosophical logic. On this

reading, the problem was that psychological continuity had formal properties (degrees, non-

transitivity) that identity does not share. Lewis points out that the I-relation that emerges from

his metaphysics of personal identity shares these properties (for degrees we needed to appeal

to the interaction of Lewis’s metaphysics with indeterminacy, for non-transitivity, we read it

straight off the metaphysics).

But my concern in this paper has been with Parfittian cases read as puzzles for normative

psychology. Adapting our earlier case can bring out the need to say more. Suppose that pre-

accident Scotty is told that he will Fission later in the day, and is offered a deal benefitting only

Scotty1, for a small present sacrifice, exactly paralleling the deal the broker offers Alpha in the

Cabinet scenario. Supposing Scotty is entirely self-interested. What should he do?

(I focus on Fission for simplicity, but Longevity raises the same issues. Suppose the broker

offers an investment for present sacrifice at year 500, with benefits accruing to the year 600

Methuselah-stage. Some of the persons of whom the year-500 stage is a part would benefit

from such investment (for example, the one whose life runs from year 475 to 625), others do

not benefit at all (for example, the one whose life runs from year 400 to 550). Again, how

should Methuselah act, if he is self -interested?)

Now, Parfit would give clear advice to the pre-accident Scotty-stage. Since psychological

connectedness is what matters in survival, and this obtains to the highest degree between the

pre-accident Scotty stage and the post-accident Scotty1 stage, Scotty should take the deal. It

benefits someone he cares about for little cost.

Parfit can stop there. But someone who wants to reconcile identity being what matters needs

to add something extra. Once self-interested desires and decisions are spelled out in terms of

self-identity, they might give different advice. I suspect, however, Lewis wouldn’t see any

new puzzle. As we saw, his metaphysics of personal identity ensures that the I-relation between

person stages will exactly track psychological connectedness (its non-transitivities, as well as its
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varying strengths). Lewis seems happy to unpack ‘caring about identity’ as caring about stages

to whom one’s current stage is I-related. So Lewis like Parfit might argue that pre-accident

Scotty should invest in the scenario just given, and that no new Reconciliation challenge has

been identified.

I argued in Part II that a stricter and more principled reading of ‘personal identity being

what matters’ could be combined with Lewis’s treatment of degrees of indeterminacy. Let

us therefore look and see what happens, under the hypothesis that Scotty cares about future

individuals iff they are strictly the same person as himself.

III.2 The case for subvaluational indeterminacy

The broker offered a deal on which for a small sacrifice, later stages of Scotty1 benefit; and later

stages of Scotty2 gain nothing. A natural thought is that if they are each self-interested, Scotty1

must take the deal; and Scotty2 should not. The trouble is that pre-accident Scotty is full-well

aware that his current person-stage (who is the one who is going to have to make the choice!)

is part of both Scotty1 and Scotty2. So the natural thought above just generates apparently

conflicting advice.

But this way of formulating the issue does suggest a way to present the decision-situation in

a way that parallels the one that faced Alpha in Part II:

Broker’s offer S = S1 S = S2

Invest Long life, No party, Short life, No party,

Riches No riches

Reject Long life, Party, Short life, Party,

No riches No riches

S1 and S2 are names for the persons Scotty1 and Scotty2 respectively. S, on the other hand,

is the name that pre-accident Scotty gives himself. In asking whether S = S1, Scotty is asking

himself “am I Scotty1?”. As the parallels suggest, indeterminacy re-enters the scene. For there

are two salient persons who could be the referent of the ‘I’-thoughts in the pre-accident-Scotty-

stage’s head, and they have completely symmetrical claims to be the referent. Assertion: in

such a scenario, it is indeterminate which of I am Scotty1 or I am Scotty2 is true, as thought

by the pre-accident-Scotty-stage. Thus, in asking whether pre-accident Scotty should take the

broker’s deal, we have another situation of decision-making under indeterminacy. I will argue

that we can achieve Lewisian Reconciliation of Parfittian concern with caring about strict self-

identity in the fission cases, but that this requires a different cognitive role for indeterminacy to

that argued for in Part II.

First: the degree-supervaluational cognitive role will not work. Based on the symmetry of

the situation, we may assume pre-accident Scotty is Scotty1 on half of the sharpenings; and is

Scotty2 on the other half. If the cognitive role of indeterminacy was as described in previous

sections, then this would mean that Scotty would value benefits accruing to future Scotty1 stages

in a scaled down way, weighted by the degree of determinacy. The prediction would be that pre-

accident Scotty should only give up the funds that buy a party right now if the benefits accruing

to Scotty1 were intrinsically more than twice as good. However, that conflicts with Parfit’s

predictions (and Lewis’s, on the reading on which the I-relation is what matters). For the pre-

accident Scotty stage is fully psychologically connected (and I-related) to the Scotty1 stage who

receives the returns on the investment. As these don’t get scaled down, the prediction is that

Scotty should give up funds whenever the intrinsic benefits accruing to Scotty1 exceed that of
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the party pre-accident Scotty has to give up. If the broker offers returns whose utility is strictly

between that of a party and twice that amount, then the Parfittian advice is to accept but the

degree-supervaluationist advice is to reject.

Second: a subvaluational cognitive role for the indeterminacy involved in Fission and

Longevity will achieve Reconciliation. I emphasized in the introductory sections that there

are many candidate cognitive roles for indeterminacy, even within the supervaluational family.

Subvaluationism tells us that sentence/proposition is true iff it is true on at least one sharpening.

Applied to Scotty’s scenario, this will tell us that it’s true that Scotty is Scotty1 (since this is

so on at least one sharpening) but likewise that it’s true that Scotty is Scotty2 (for parallel rea-

sons). The conjunction of these claims, however, is false, since the conjunction is never true on

any sharpening. Subvaluationism does not allow for true contradictions, but it is a theory that

attributes truth value gluts—a proposition and its negation can both be true/have truth value 1.40

The interaction with beliefs and desires is what is crucial for present purposes. The charac-

teristic claim will be that Scotty should fully believe that he is Scotty1, and equally fully believe

the claim that he is Scotty2. And insofar as he is interested in securing benefits for himself,

Scotty will desire that future Scotty1 stages get benefits. There will be no ‘scaling down’ pre-

dicted as there was on the degree supervaluation view. If Lewis wants to reconcile Parfittian

patterns of concern with care about identity in Fission, he needs to endorse a subvaluational

conception of the relevant indeterminacy.

(Exactly the same diagnosis applies to Longevity. The 500-year Methuselah stage is psy-

chologically connected to all stages between 350-years and 650-years. By Parfittian lights, he

should care fully and in an unscaled-down way for what happens to all these stages (and not

at all for those to which he’s not so connected). By Lewis’s lights, there are many—perhaps

infinitely many—persons who share the 500-year old Methuselah stage. I argue it is inde-

terminate which of these persons is 500-year Methuselah. A subvaluationist treatment of the

cognitive role of this indeterminacy is necessary and sufficient for concern for strict self-interest

to coincide with Parfittian concern in such cases.)

III.3 Full Reconciliation requires pluralism about cognitive role

In Part II I argued that a degree-supervaluational cognitive role was required for the Lewisian

Reconciliation project, in application to cases where psychological connectedness comes in

degrees. I’ve just argued that a rival subvaluational cognitive role is required for other cases

that Parfit raises. One hostile to reconciliation might take the moral to be that there is no

coherent account of the cognitive role of indeterminacy that simultaneously reconciles all of

Parfit’s puzzles. Going consistently degree-supervaluationist would give the wrong results in

Fission and Longevity; going consistently subvaluationist would mess up the cases of degrees

from Part II.

As I read him, Lewis treats the puzzles of degree and non-transitivity differently. In the

former case, he needs to appeal to indeterminacy in the I-relation; but in the latter case, the

distribution of I-relatedness is perfectly determinate. Since Lewis seems content to say that it

is caring for the I-relation that we need to reconcile with Parfittian concern for psychological

connectedness, indeterminacy only enters in the first case. Indeterminacy enters the second case

too, however, if we adopt the stricter interpretation of personal identity being what matters. As

we saw, how Scotty should react to a broker’s offer that benefits one fission-product but not

the other turns on what attitude he takes to another indeterminate question: which person he is.

40Various treatments of fission predict similar patterns, though subvaluationism is distinctive in tracing this to

indeterminacy. Compare stage theories (Hawley, 2001; Sider, 1996); occasional identities (Gallois, 1990) and

paraconsistent theories (Tanaka, 1998) as well as the many-one identity account of (Baxter, 1988).
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Those who want to achieve full reconciliation of care for personal identity with Parfittian con-

cern need to face up to the challenge that they seem committed to giving inconsistent answers

to the cognitive role question in the two cases.

However, the arguments of Parts II and III only deliver incompatible conclusions if we pre-

suppose that there is a single cognitive role for indeterminacy. If indeterminacy in the extent of

psychological connectedness required for identity between stages has a different cognitive role

from the indeterminacy induced when a stage is a common part of multiple persons, then there

is no principled problem in giving distinct treatments of each. (An interesting secondary issue

arises however, concerning the proper treatment of mixtures of the two kinds of indeterminacy—

for example, cases of Longevity where psychological connectedness is both intransitive, and

‘fades out’. I propose a treatment of this in Appendix B that delivers degree-supervaluations

and subvaluations as special cases).

I have argued against the general assumption that there is a single cognitive role associated

with indeterminacy elsewhere (Williams, 2012c). It is striking that the Reconciliation project

places such tight constraints on the cognitive role of indeterminacy, including the demand for

variation for different types of indeterminate survival. But this is not an objection to the project;

it is a result we can embrace.

Conclusion

I argued in Part I that developing a nonclassical theory of mind was a mandatory item on the

to-do list of anybody who wants to diverge from standard classical logic and semantics. That

is so even if one’s favoured nonclassicism involves only minimal departures from classicality,

minimal enough so as to vindicate the classical reasoning that is the usual way that theory-

building manifests classical presuppositions. Members of the supervaluational family illustrate

this. Despite being very close to classical logic, they require substantive changes to our theory

of rational belief, desire and doxastic modality—and different members of the family point in

different directions. The good news is that we can indeed generalize a baseline classical account

of rational states of mind, generating a zoo of nonclassical theories of mind.

In Parts II and III, I presented arguments that can pin down commitments to a distinctive

theory of mind. As it turns out, they point in different directions in the two kinds of case

I consider. The arguments are based, most fundamentally, on a Parfittian treatment of our

attitudes to survival. Independently of whether one agrees with its starting point (and I am

personally agnostic) the connections here established afford a model for how these issues can

be discussed and resolved.
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A The I-relation

Lewis argues that degree of determinacy of the I-relation can exactly coincide with degree of

psychological connectedness. His argument for is based on his metaphysics of personal identity:

a person is a fusion of a maximally R-interrelated collection of stages; and the I relation is then

defined as obtaining between stages whenever there is some person of whom they are both

parts. This appendix reviews Lewis’s argument for the coincide of degrees of psychological

connectedness with degrees of determinacy of the I-relation.

The argument involves two moves (only the second is explicit in (Lewis, 1976)):

(A) whenever the R relation holds between a and b on a sharpening, then on that sharpening

a and b will be parts of some person.

(B) the measure over the sharpenings that fixes degrees of determinateness makes degrees of

determinateness coincide with degrees of psychological relatedness.

On (A): we need to show that whenever Rab holds (on a sharpening), then (on that sharp-

ening) there’s a maximal R-interrelated fusion (that is, a person) that includes a and b. To see

this, assume (plausibly) that there are only set-many person-stages in existence. Appealing to

the axiom of choice, well-order the set of person-stages, giving it order-type isomorphic to or-

dinal σ, so that each person-stages can be written cα for some α ∈ σ. Now let A0 := {a,b},

and then in general set Aα+1 := Aα ∪ {cα} iff ∀x ∈ Aα : Rxcα; and Aα+1 := Aα otherwise (we

set Aλ for limit ordinals be the union of Aα,α < λ). Each set is by construction R-interrelated,

and lower-indexed sets are included in those with higher index. Aσ is then by construction a

maximal R-interrelated set of person stages—after all, any person stage cα not included must,

by construction, fail to be R-related to some stage in Aα, which is a subset of Aσ. So we couldn’t

add that stage into the set and preserve R-interrelatedness. The fusion of the stages in Aσ counts

as a person by Lewis’s lights (relative to the operative sharpening of the R-relation). And it

includes a and b as parts.

On (B): Parfit’s idea was psychological connectedness comes in degrees, which scale our

concern to others so-related to us. Let’s assign the degrees numbers, where 1 indicates a

level of connectedness sufficient for full care, and 0 no care at all. We can get the degree-

of-determinateness of the I-relation, (that is, ‘both parts of the same person’) to coincide with

these numbers so long as the measure over these sharpenings induces the uniform measure over

this set of boundary-numbers (0,1); that is, the measure of sharpenings which set the boundary

number within (0,k] is exactly k. Suppose that x and y are psychologically connected to de-

gree r. Under those assumptions, the measure of sharpenings on which there is a person with x

and y as parts, will be exactly the measure of the set Z of sharpenings on which they count as

R-related (by the paragraph above). But Z is exactly those sharpenings who set the boundary

number within (0,r], and so (by the uniformity assumption) the measure of this set will be r.

So degrees of connectedness and degrees of determinacy of the I-relation can coincide—

though only if the measure over sharpenings that underpins the latter takes the right form. Lewis

himself notes the importance of the ‘scale and measure’ to securing this result.

B Personal identity

The I-relation, as Lewis emphasizes, is not the relation of personal identity—it is a relation that

holds between (often distinct) person-stages. Can we argue further that degree of determinacy of

personal identity strictly construed coincides with the degree of determinacy of the I-relation?
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Because of the non-transitivities that Fission and Longevity illustrate, this cannot be the case in

general if degrees of determinacy are understood in the degree-supervaluational manner. This

claim was argued for in Part III. In this appendix I provide a treatment of the truth values of

indeterminate sentences which ensures that the truth values of identity claims and the truth

values of I-relatedness claims will exactly match.

First of all, what personal identity claim is it that we are targeting? I continue with the model

outlined in Parts II and III. Let a and b be person stages, A a descriptive name for that person

which contains a as a stage, and B a descriptive name for that person which contains b as a

stage. There is then a well-formed question of whether persons A and B are strictly and literally

identical.

First case: assume a and b are each parts of exactly one person. Then, determinately, A = B

iff a and b are parts of the same person (since that person is then the referent of both capitalized

terms). And so the measure of sharpenings on which the identity holds is exactly the measure

of sharpenings on which the I-relation holds between the stages.

Second case: we allow that a and b can be parts of several people (that will fall out of

Lewis’s metaphysics of personal identity as formalized in the first Appendix, in scenarios such

as Fission and Longevity). I will assume that in a scenario where a is a stage of several persons,

a term like ‘A’ will be indeterminate in reference between the persons. Thus in addition to that

aspect of indeterminacy that turns on the choice of a boundary number for the R-relation, there

is now also an aspect that has to resolve which among the various persons overlapping at a, gets

to count as ‘the’ person A.

The sharpenings on which the I-relation obtains between a and b now subdivide according

to how the indeterminacy of reference of A and B is resolved. So on some sharpenings where a

and b are I-related, A = B is false (of course, A = B is never true unless a,b are I-related). As

discussed in Part III, this means we cannot simply identify the truth value of the identity claim

with the measure of sharpenings on which it is true (its degree of determinacy) if we want to

get the match of truth values between I-relatedness and identity claims that is our target.

Now for the account of truth values that will do the job. Model sharpenings as having

internal structure reflecting the two aspects of indeterminacy in the cases we are considering: a

boundary number b (telling us what degree of psychological connectedness suffices for being R-

related, and hence what objects count as persons) and a selection function f (telling us which of

the various persons sharing stage a terms like ‘A’ refer to).Whether a sharpening 〈b, f 〉 classifies

a and b as I-related depends solely on b—since whether or not there is some person or other

containing both is fixed solely by which objects count as persons. Within the set of sharpenings

that do classify a and b as I-related, whether 〈b, f 〉 classifies A = B as true turns on f alone.

Given that there is some person that contains both a and b as parts, f tells us whether ‘A’ and

‘B’ both name that person.

I propose we define the truth value of p as the measure of boundary numbers b such that

there is some sharpening 〈b, f 〉 such that p is true at 〈b, f 〉. This has the result that the truth

value of A = B exactly matches the degree of determinacy of the I-relation obtaining between a

and b.

The definition just proposed has two limiting cases. Suppose there is no stage-sharing, so

that the parameter f is redundant (as we presupposed throughout section II). Then the defini-

tion tells us that degrees of truth match degrees of determinacy, just as in the first case above.

Suppose on the other hand that psychological connectedness is all-or-nothing, as in the cases of

Fission and Longevity in the final section. Then the parameter b is redundant (the measure of

boundary numbers meeting the stated condition will always be 1 or 0), and the characterization

tells us that the truth value of A = B is 1 iff there is some person containing both a and b as

stages; and otherwise 0. This is the ‘subvaluationist’ model of Part III.
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The combined characterization allows us to account for cases that combine intermediate

degrees of connectedness and stage-sharing. To illustrate this, I adapt the Longevity case de-

scribed earlier. Suppose the psychological connectedness between Methuselah’s stages ‘fades

out’ in a uniform way when they are between 100 and 150 years apart. If m500 is Methuselah’s

500th-year-stage, and m625 is a successor stage 125 years later, then the degree of psychological

connectedness between the two stages will be of strength 0.5. Lewisian reconciliation requires

that in the mindset in which strict and literal identity is what matters in survival, what happens to

m625 matters to m500 to a scaled down extent—the scaling being 0.5. The account here achieves

this, by predicting that the truth value of ‘M500 = M625’ is 0.5, where the capitalization indi-

cates descriptive names based on the respective person-stages, as before. All boundary numbers

< 0.5 will be such that the two stages are not common parts of any person. Boundary number

≥ 0.5 will be such that many persons containing m500 will also contain m625, but equally, that

there are many persons containing m500 that do not contain the later stage. Thus in order to

achieve Reconciliation, it’s vital that we define the truth value as we have done: 0.5 is not the

measure of sharpenings which make the identity claim true, but rather the measure of b such

that there is some sharpening 〈b, f 〉 such that p is true at b, f .

The combined treatment gives a nonclassical theory of mind within the supervaluational

family that generalizes both degree and subvaluational settings.
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